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DECEMBER, 1964

Elementary Science Via Television
VERLIN W, LEE
F ormerly State College of Iowa, Ceda r F alls

It is almost trite to state that the
medium of t elevision represents a vast
potential in the learning processes of
children. Every parent of an elementary school-aged child knows that his
children view telecasts from 30 minutes to an hour every day of the
week. In other words, it has become a
part of their daily activities. The use
of this medium has yet to rise to its
potential to upgrade laymen and
teachers through such programs as
continental classrooms and documentary presentations.
The State College of Iowa, State
University of Iowa, and the Iowa
State University, in conjunction with
the Iowa Joint Committee on Educa,.
tional Television, has endeavored to
instigate several television programs
which are broadcast primarily for
classroom students throughout the

liistening areas of Ames, Cedar Ra~
ids, and Waterloo, Iowa. These programs are televised over open circuit
stations which allow homes in these
areas to view the programs, as well as
schools.
One such program, called "Let's
Explore Science," emphasizes elementary science at the fifth, sixth and
seventh grade levels. The program
has been broadcast over WOI-TV,
Ames, for many years. Within the
last four years WOI-TV has aired a
sequence of specific science program.s
under the direction of the present
writer. These lessons were adopted
later by KWWL-TV and WMT-TV,
Waterloo and Cedar Rapids, respectively, as part of the Iowa TV Schooltime Series. The purchase of television time on stations KWWL-TV and
WMT-TV is made possible through
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the efforts of county superintendents
aud county boards of education in aJ}proximately 21 counties in eastern
and northeastern Iowa. The cost of
the program over WOI-TV is borne
by the station as a service to schools
in mid-Iowa.
The original purpose for this sequence of science programs was to
supplement the science curriculum in
elementary schools desiring to use
them. The program was further designed to create interest in se,vera l
fields of science and to bring to the
classroom new ideas and the science
background of a college teacher.
These goals are still of paramount
importance.
In mos.t instances, material and
subject matter are selected which
most elementary teacher.s can duplicate in their own classrooms. A teacher guide is prepared to help the
teachers plan activities before the
program, what to look for during the
program, as well as follow-up activities after the program.
In some school systems the entire
fifth, sixth or seventh grade science
cun·iculum is built around the telecasts. No textbook in particular is
emphasized and the subj ect matter
changes somewhat abruptly at times.
A somewhat different approach
might have been more advantageous
L if this had been foreseen.
The most blatant fault, in the mind
of this writer, is that the telecasts
are lecture-demonstration 1 e s s o n s
with very little problem-solving involved. The dassroom teacher must
enlarge on the subject and provide
student experiences to increase a
greater appreciation and understanding on the part of students. A real
attempt is made by the program instructor to leave some questions unanswered in order to create interest
in the classroom, but this cannot be
done in an optimum manner.
Another drawback to the sequence
of programs is the placing of major
concepts at the correct grade level.
For example, some of the material is
too difficult to understand, other ma-
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terial is too simple. In this respect,
the program presents the same problem as a single textbook approach.
The strengths, if any, of the program are that many materials and
experiments are used, a person with a
science background does the program
lesson, and it does bring science to
some elementary classrooms where
otherwise science would be shunned
or deemphasized.
Persons interested in viewing the
programs may read TV Guide, or if
interested in r eceiving more information about the programs you may
write the Office of Radio and Tel~
vision at State College of Iowa.
I have just been inform64 t hat a flea can
lift 140 tim es its own weight, a nd if you
were as comparat~vely strong as a flea, you
:·ou ld hoi st a 10-ton truck.
The human eye at its ordinar y strength
can detect four million shades of color,
~c ience has foun d. It also has been found
that men are about 20 times as likely as
women to suffer from color blindness.

"The Pen is the Tongue
of the mind"
- Cervantes
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